A BIG HEARTY THANKS

goes out to our ole buddy and
partner Kelly Barnard from
Kansas on his recent investment
in some super fancy polled
heifers. We are also proud to
announce that we have sold
Kelly the Schneider’s interest
in the super long, upstanding, powerful
and good looking LMC Polled Integrity
herd sire whose first calves are really good.
CONGRATULATIONS to OW, Donna and
family for hosting a very successful STBA Field
Day. It was very educational and lots of fun.
LMC Polled Integrity is sired by our soon to be
Register of Renown LMC LF Ambassador and a V8 “Tommy
Bahama” daughter. We just saw him at V8 and were very impressed
with how good he looks at 12 years of age. He has V8 “Superstroke”,
JDH Remington and WR Suva, three of the all time greats in
his pedigree. Integrity’s dam has a model udder and has
raised three herd bulls in a row. Indeed the kind of dam
you want your herd bull to have. We look forward to
showing you his calves.

LMC Pistolera 176/2 is a super long bodied
LMC WFF Pistolero daughter of our AA 270/5
donor we own with Sam Sparks. Her dam, V8
831/5 won Houston and her dam is the famous
V8 188/5 donor. A great cow family !! Kelly
owns a full sister.

LMC Polled Integrity
at 40 mos. of age

LMC Polled Caro 205/2 is a capacious
double polled Ambassador daughter of our
149/7 cow that represents our 187 cow family
which is one of our more productive old
school polled cow families that has a touch of
Nellore breeding.
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LMC Polled Dignity is Polled Integrity’s
oldest son, is double polled, big boned, good
looking, beefy and is going to be a future
LMC herd sire. He is the total package !! We
bred a bunch of cows to Integrity this year and
are looking forward to lots of good calves.
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LMC Polled Berry 223/2 is another fancy
Ambassador daughter that is super feminine.
She is out of a David Domsch cow that is 3/4
JDH breeding and is also the dam to the 56/0
herd bull we sold Mike England and the 157/1
heifer we sold Kelly.
The reason I still
do business with
La Muñeca is
easy...They
are
the most honest,
sincere, and caring
family in the cattle
business I have ever delt with. They go out of their
way to be as honest as they can about their cattle,
answer all your questions, and when the deal is
done their word is golden. Second is obvious,
they are one of the leaders in the Polled Brahman
industry. Their cattle are the ones people want to
emulate. They have done a great job in getting
me the best seedstock for my operation! Thanks
Carlos X. Guerra and family!

